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 After attending this presentation, attendees will know what iCloud® artifacts can be found on the iPod Touch 4G® 
and the MacBook Pro®.  Additionally, the audience will learn one way to determine if two Apple devices are synced 
together through the iCloud®. 
 This presentation will impact the forensic science community by showing preliminary steps of how to capture 
artifacts from iCloud®-enabled devices. 
 In October 2011, Steve Jobs introduced the iCloud® to Apple customers.1  The iCloud® was a service that 
allowed Apple device users to sync various applications to remote servers and access the data from each of their 
Apple products.2  The study of cloud computing services, like the iCloud®, is a burgeoning area of research for the 
digital forensic community.  The goal of this project was to show artifacts that confirmed iCloud® activation. Since the 
iCloud® is not a physical device that an investigator can seize, it is important for forensic examiners to know how to 
determine if a device is iCloud®-enabled.3  Additionally, if multiple devices were connected to the iCloud®, there could 
have been residual artifacts that showed a link between the devices.  
 The iPod Touch® and MacBook Pro® were tested because their operating systems, iOS 5.0.1 and Mac OS X 
10.7 Lion, respectively, were equipped to utilize the iCloud®, and were supported by current forensic tools.  Three 
images were taken of the iPod Touch®:  (1) before iTunes and iCloud® activation; (2) after iTunes and before iCloud® 
activation; and, (3) after iTunes and iCloud® activation.  Two images were made of the MacBook’s® solid state drive:  
before and after iCloud® activation.  A comparison and analysis of the images were then performed to identify artifacts 
resulting from the enabling and use of the iCloud®.  
 On the iPod Touch® and MacBook Pro®, property lists (plists) differed between images created both before and 
after enabling the iCloud®.  Certain dates and key values that were found to support the iCloud® were enabled on the 
iPod Touch® and MacBook Pro®.  However, little evidence was found to show both devices were clearly connected to 
each other via iCloud®.  The evidence that was identified came from the synced applications that were linked to the 
iCloud®.  Data from certain applications were displayed on both devices, which supported the theory that the data was 
synchronized.  
 Therefore, it is possible to obtain iCloud® information from the local drives of iDevices.  Further research must be 
done to determine the synchronization of information to and from the iCloud®.  A subsequent step to take would be to 
attempt to monitor iCloud® traffic between Apple devices.  Also, a protocol should be written on a standard way to 
capture the iCloud®, as well as create live image tools. 
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